english catalogue 2021

EDICIONES LIEBRE
Ediciones Liebre creates books and APPs focused on early childhood. Our publications innovate in formats (accordion, pop up) using poetry and humor. Formed
by the illustrator Paloma Valdivia and the editor Mónica Bombal, this Chilean company has 17 books and 3 APPs based on Pikabu serie (Puf!, Piu! and Crack!)
available in Apple Store and Google Play.
NEW Accordion serie (The Sea, The Forest and The Mountain) are wordless books completely illustrated with an extension of 3,36 mts each, that allows children
to surround themselves with the illustrations and have fun with the stories, flaps and dies.

PIKABÚ SERIE
¡PIU! (Tweet!), ¡CRACK! (Crack!) and ¡PUF! (Poop!) are the titles of a non-fiction book series that use poetry and humor. With their small, quadratic format, made of sturdy cardboard, and featuring
a simple, robust pop-up mechanism, these books are very well-suited to be manipulated repeatedly, to be opened, read, and looked at.
Through verses as riddles, readers must discover to which bird, animal, or insect the feathers, eggs or poop belong. Every one gets two double-spreads and, charmingly, it is only after turning to the
second page that we learn which animal is behind the feather, egg or poop just poetically described. The cheerful, funny pictures contribute to the playful, relaxed character of this book that introduces
poetry -through riddles- to first readers. The final two pages briefly list additional information about each of the animals featured.
Rights sold: English Worldwide (Barefoot Books, 2020), Japanese: Only Tweet! (World Library Japan, 2021)
English translation available
Award: Colibrí, IBBY Chile, 2019

TWEET!
Pop-up board book features riddles as poems about 7 feathers
of birds (condor, flaming, hummingbird, penguin, owl, woodpecker,
and pelican), and images that transform as you turn the page
to reveal magically the answer.
The final two pages briefly list additional information about each bird.
Written by: María José Ferrada
Illustrated by: Magdalena Pérez
ISBN: 978-956-0915-42-9
Original title: ¡Piu!
Binding: Board book
Trim size: 15 x 15 cm
Extent: 14 pages
Age: 2+

CRACK!
“Enchanting book that combines verse, illustration and pop-up
technique to place ourselves with originality before that eternal
mystery and source of life that is the egg.”
Cuatrogatos Foundation
Seven eggs break as you turn the pages, revealing the species
(python, seahorse, octopus, emu, hedgehog, penguin, and
Darwin’s Frog) that hatch after reading the verses / riddles.
The final two pages briefly list additional information about each
of the animals featured.
Written by: Beatriz Giménez de Ory
Illustrated by: Paloma Valdivia
ISBN: 978-956-0915-41-2
Cuatrogatos Foundation Award 2020, USA
Original title: ¡Crack!
Binding: Board book
Trim size: 15 x 15 cm
Extent: 14 pages
Age: 2+

POOP!
Interactive board book features riddles as poems about 7 different
poops of the animal kingdom, and images that transform as you turn
the page to reveal magically the answer. Rabbit, sheep, sloth, beetle,
seagull, hippo, and whale describe the specifics of their respective
excretions in an uninhibited, factual, and natural way, and with
witty verses.
The final two pages briefly list additional information about each of the
animals featured.
Written by: Beatriz Giménez de Ory
Illustrated by: Carles Ballesteros
ISBN: 978-956-0915-43-6
Award: White Ravens, 2019
Original title: ¡Puf!
Binding: Board book
Trim size: 15 x 15 cm
Extent: 14 pages
Age: 2+

ON WINGS OF THE CONDOR
“Star girls, pumas with ruby eyes, heroes that escape from giants,
trees that walk, men that fly ... Intercultural stories to transmit
to
our children.”
Eight tales of different cultures of native peoples that inhabit Latin
America: Inca, Rapa Nui, Mapuche, Pehueche, Diaguita and Tehuelche.
Each story is illustrated by an artist.
Collection: Tales of the world for children
Written by: Luigi Dal Cin
Translated by: Tomislav Ivancic
Illustrated by: Laura Berni, María de los Ángeles Vargas, Paloma Valdivia, Maya Hanisch, Simona Mulazzani, Patricia Aguilera, Anna Forlati,
Francesco Chiacchio
ISBN: 978-956-0915-40-5
Available only in Chile
Binding: Hardcover
Trim size: 22 x 28 cm
Extent: 48 pages
Age: 4+

El terrible cherufe, mapuche tale, illustrations de Ángeles Vargas

El gran guanaco blanco, diaguita tale, illustrations Anna Forlati

Kai Kai y Treng Treng, mapuche tale, illustrations Francisco Chiacchio

Elal, el primer niño, tehuelche tale, illustrations de Maya Hanisch

MY MEMORY SERIE
Ten hardcover books that seek to disseminate Children Spanish-American poetic folklore, through a careful selection of songs, verses and poetry.
Each book is illustrated by a different chilean artist: Carmen Cardemil, Isabel Hojas, Sebastián Ilabaca, Francisca Yáñez, Sol Undurraga- Mujer Gallina, Paloma Valdivia, Pablo Luebert, Bernardita Ojeda,
Raquel Echenique and Tomas Olivos.
Book rights are exclusive to Chile (Fundación Integra). Digital PDF are available for free reading.
Binding: Hardcover
Trim size: 18,5 x 18,5 cm
Extent: 14 pages

ARRURRÚ
Illustrations : Isabel Hojas
ISBN impreso: 978-956-8482-80-0
ISBN digital: 978-956-8482-81-7

ASERRÍN ASERRÁN
Illustrations: Isabel Hojas
ISBN impreso: 978-956-8482-88-6
ISBN digital: 978-956-8482-89-3

¡QUE LLUEVA! ¡QUE LLUEVA!
Illustrations: Raquel Echenique
ISBN impreso: 978-956-8482-76-3
ISBN digital: 978-956-8482-77-0

LA VACA LECHERA
Illustrations: Tomás Olivos
ISBN impreso: 978-956-8482-92-3
ISBN digital: 978-956-8482-93-0

CABALLITO BLANCO
Illustrations: Carmen Cardemil
ISBN impreso: 978-956-8482-86-2
ISBN digital: 978-956-8482-87-9

CUCÚ
Illustrations: Francisca Yáñez
ISBN impreso: 978-956-8482-74-9
ISBN digital: 978-956-8482-75-6

JUANITO EL BANDOLERO
Illustrations: Pablo Luebert
ISBN impreso: 978-956-8482-82-4
ISBN digital: 978-956-8482-83-1

LA CUCARACHA
Illustrations: Pablo Luebert
ISBN impreso: 978-956-8482-84-8
ISBN digital: 978-956-8482-85-5

EL SAPITO GLO GLO GLO
Illustrations: Sol Undurraga
ISBN impreso: 978-956-8482-78-7
ISBN digital: 978-956-8482-79-4

EN ALTA MAR
Illustrations: Paloma Valdivia
ISBN impreso: 978-956-8482-90-9
ISBN digital: 978-956-8482-91-6

PIKABÚ apps
¡PIU!, ¡PUF! and ¡CRACK! are three entertaining, didactical, and bilingual apps based on the Pikabú serie about the fascinating topic of feathers, poops and eggs in the animal world.
Intended for children 2 to 7 years old, they have intuitive and fun functions, that will guide the reader/ user around the app. When entering, you can set the language (Spanish or English) to play.
An illustrated map, accompanied by music, invites the children to sweep between the different feathers/excretions or eggs in order to choose in which universe to enter.
Each hint is an entertaining animation and by touching it, a superior row of buttons is being completed. And once the seventh hint is cleared, music sounds and the animal, bird or insect appears
with extended scientifical information.
Also, the apps offer its users the possibility to record the memorized verses, thus enabling the child to take the leading role and, above all, to personalize it.
With great esthetical and musical content, these apps promote admiration of nature in a calm and unhurried interface.
Original Music by Pedro Santa Cruz
Animations by Pájaro
Programming by Rocket Smash Studio
Available in Apple Store and Google Play

TWEET! app
This app, that is based on the book Tweet!, invites children to guess to whom belong the seven feathers through verses/ riddles
of the renowned Chilean poet María José Ferrada and illustrations by the Chilean artist Magdalena Pérez.
Available in Apple Store and Google Play.

POOP! app
This app, that is based on the book Poop!, invites children to guess to whom belong the seven poops through verses/ riddles
of the renowned Spanish poet Beatriz Giménez de Ory and illustrations by the award-winning Catalan artist Carles Ballesteros.
Available in Apple Store and Google Play.

CRACK! app
This app, that is based on the book Crack!, invites children to guess to whom belong the seven eggs through verses/ riddles of the renowned Spanish poet Beatriz Giménez de Ory and illustrations by the award-winning Chilean artist Paloma
Valdivia.
Available in Apple Store and Google Play.

NEW 2021*
ACCORDION SERIE
NEW Accordion serie (The Sea, The Forest and The Mountain) are wordless books completely illustrated with an extension of 3,36 mts each, that allows children to surround themselves with the
illustrations and have fun with the stories, flaps and dies. In this time of confinement, in which children remain locked in their homes, this collection offers them high-quality images of outdoor
scenes to surround them with art.

THE SEA
Author: Pablo Luebert (Chile)
ISBN: 978-956-09154-7-4
Specifications:
Size (closed) : 350mm x 280mm
Extent : 3360mm
Front: 12 spreads
+ Back: 12 spreads (24pp including cover)
+ 10 windows (lift up flaps)
+ 1 Die Cut page (lift up flaps)

THE MOUNTAIN
Author: Andrea Antinori (Italy)
ISBN: 978-956-09154-5-0
Specifications:
Size (closed) : 350mm x 280mm
Extent : 3360mm
Front: 12 spreads
+ Back: 12 spreads (24pp including cover)
+ 10 windows (lift up flaps)
+ 1 Die Cut page (lift up flaps)

THE FOREST
Author: Sebastián Ilabaca (Chile)
ISBN: 978-956-09154-6-7
Specifications:
Size (closed) : 350mm x 280mm
Extent : 3360mm
Front: 12 spreads
+ Back: 12 spreads (24pp including cover)
+ 10 windows (lift up flaps)
+ 1 Die Cut page (lift up flaps)

www.edicionesliebre.cl · @edicionesliebre

